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Abstract

Repeating patterns of precisely-timed activity across a group of neurons (called frequent episodes)

are indicative of networks in the underlying neural tissue. This paper develops statistical meth-

ods to determine functional connectivity among neurons based on “non-overlapping” occur-

rences of episodes. We study the distribution of episode counts and develop a two-phase strat-

egy for identifying functional connections. For the first phase, we develop statistical proce-

dures that are used to screen all two-node episodes and identify possible functional connections

(edges). For the second phase, we develop additional statistical procedures to prune the two-

node episodes and remove “false” edges that can be attributed to chains or fan-out structures.

The restriction to non-overlapping occurrences makes the counting of all two-node episodes in

phase one computationally efficient. The second (pruning) phase is critical since phase one can

yield a large number of false connections. The scalability of the two-phase approach is exam-

ined through simulation. The method is then used to reconstruct the graph structure of observed

neuronal networks, first from simulated data and then from recordings of cultured cortical neu-

rons.



1 Introduction

Multi-electrode array recordings have become a standard tool in neuroscience, leading to large

collections of neuronal spike train data. However, there has not been an analogous development

in statistical methods to extract the spatial and temporal information in these large data sets

quickly and efficiently [7]. The goal of this paper is to develop statistical methods for analyzing

functional connectivity among multi-neuronal spike train data and use them to reconstruct the

graph structure of the underlying neuronal network.

The primary contribution of the paper is the development of a two-phase strategy and associ-

ated statistical procedures for identifying functional connections based on “frequent episodes” in

spike train data. In phase one, the methodology counts the occurrences of all two-node episodes

and screens them to identify possible functional connections (edges). In phase two, the set of

identified two-node episodes is pruned to remove the potentially large number of “false” edges

that can be attributed to chains or fan-out structures. In this paper, we focus on episode counts

based on the concept of “non-overlapping occurrences.” The restriction to non-overlapping oc-

currences is important for computational reasons. Computationally-efficient algorithms have

been developed in the literature [20], [21], and [27]. However, the statistical theory associated

with non-overlapping counts has not been fully developed [9, 33]. The paper develops this the-

ory and uses it to derive associated statistical procedures for phases one and two. The two-phase

approach is then applied to spike train data in order to reconstruct the graph structure of both

simulated and experimentally observed networks of neurons.

Counts of serial episodes are statistical summaries that characterize the directional relation-

ships among neurons. They are formally defined in Section 2, where we also provide additional

background for the data types considered in the paper. Section 3 develops the distribution the-

ory for serial episodes under a stochastic framework. The results are then used in Section 4 to

develop statistical thresholds for determining the important episodes (those that correspond to

strong functional connectivity among the neurons) and to estimate the strengths of the connec-

tivity. In Section 5, we show how the results can be used to recover the structure of simulated

networks and examine the scalability of the method. Section 6 illustrates application of the

methods to multi-electrode array data from cortical cultures. The paper concludes with Section

7 discussing how the results can be extended.
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2 Background

Spike train data are time-ordered sequences of events, as indicated by the illustrative data set

involving five neuronsA–E shown in Table 1. In this case, neuronA fired at time unit 1, neuron

D fired at time unit 3, and so on. When a neuron influences another, the influence is mediated

by processes (e.g. synaptic communication) that have characteristic time delays on the order of

milliseconds. Thus, the difference between the times of the two spikes should differ by some

time unit k. The subset < (A, 1), (C, 4) > in Table 1 indicates C occurring k = 3 milliseconds

after A. Temporal patterns in spike train data (such as the firing of one neuron followed by the

firing of another after a fixed time) that occur frequently are indicative of neuronal microcircuits.

Automatically detecting such patterns, and using statistical methods to separate patterns due to

underlying connections from those that occur randomly, is very useful for understanding the

functional connectivity in the neural tissue.

[(A,1), (D,3), (C,4), (A,5), (B,7), (C,8), (B,11), (C,12), (E,12), (A,13), (B,15), (C,16)]

Table 1: An Illustrative Example of Spike Train Data for Five Neurons

Serial episodes are temporal patterns with a specific ordering of the events, while parallel

episodes have no constraints on the relative order of events in the pattern [22]. The analysis in

this paper focuses on serial episodes with inter-event time constraints. For an episode involv-

ing the two neurons A and B, we represent the time information through the notation A[k]B,

where k is the inter-event delay. For example, in Table 1, there are three distinct occurrences

of the episode A[3]C: < (A, 1), (C, 4) >; < (A, 5), (C, 8) >, and < (A, 13), (C, 16) >. A

serial episode that occurs a “large” number of times in the data is called a frequent episode.

Clearly, the term “large” needs further quantification, and this is in fact one of the goals of the

paper. Further, we will restrict attention to two-node interactions in this paper. We interpret

frequent multi-node episodes of the form A[k1]B[k2]C as indicative of either chain structure

(consecutive occurrences of two-node episodes such as A[k1]B followed by B[k2]C), fan-out

structure (co-occurrence of the two-node episodes A[k1]B and A[k1 + k2]C), or both (feed-

forward loop structure). See Figure 2 and [3, 23]. Chains and fan-out structures are known

to lead to systematic prediction errors (in particular false positives) in algorithms for inferring

gene regulatory networks [23]. The procedures developed in this paper are designed to infer

these structures accurately. There is some discussion in the neuroscience literature about “true”

third- and higher-order interactions [24, 4, 12]. However, [34] suggests that a significant amount

of the connectivity in neuronal networks can be explained by just two-node interactions.
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The time delay for a connection between two neurons will in general not be known, so we

will count the occurrences of episodes for a range of possible values of k. This in turn implies

that we need computationally efficient algorithms for counting. Frequent episode discovery, a

general method in temporal data mining [22], has been proposed as a method for efficiently

counting the numbers of serial episodes with inter-event time constraints [27]. It is also possible

that the time delay is random. While the methods in this paper can be adapted to handle this

situation, we will not pursue it here.

[(A,1), (B,2), (A,3), (A,5), (B,6), (B,8), (A,9), (B,10), (A,12), (B,14)]

Table 2: Illustration of Non-overlapping Occurrences

The analysis in this paper will focus on episode counts based on “non-overlapping” occur-

rences. To explain this concept, consider the sequence for two neurons A and B in Table 2. There

are several occurrences of the episode A[5]B in this sequence: <(A,1),(B,6)>, <(A,3),(B,8)>

and <(A,5),(B,10)>. The last two occurrences overlap with the first in the sense that the events

(A,3) and (A,5) occur before (B,6). In this case, we cannot determine whether the firing of

(B,6) was influenced by (A,1), (A,3) or (A,5). If we are to interpret a serial episode as (part of)

a microcircuit in the underlying neural tissue, then it should represent a series of causative or

triggering events. A frequent episode based on counts of non-overlapping occurrences would be

such a series. To allow for this, some researchers [2] restrict attention to only non-overlapping

occurrences, namely occurrences with non-overlapping time periods. Figure 1 summarizes the

number of overlapping and non-overlapping occurrences for the episodeA[5]B for a longer data

sequence. There are N = 6 counts of A[5]B and only M = 3 of these are non-overlapping

occurrences.

An additional advantage of restricting attention to non-overlapping occurrences is that it

is more efficient to count the number of episodes – an important concern when dealing with

large data sets and searching for episodes at all possible values of k, the time delays. Efficient

algorithms have been developed for such situations by [20], [21], and [27]. These algorithms

use finite-state automata, and part of their efficiency comes from the fact that to count non-

overlapping occurrences only one automaton per episode is needed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the basic model and

develops the distributions of the number of occurrences of episodes. The main contribution here

is the development of the distribution based on non-overlapping occurrences. In [33], recurrence

relations are used to compute just the mean and variance of this random variable. Our results

are more general and we provide a complete characterization that allows us to compute the
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Figure 1: Non-overlapping occurrences of episode A[5]B. The total number of occurrences in

L = 20 bins isN = 6, consisting ofM = 3 non-overlapping occurrences andR1+R2+R3 = 3

overlapping occurrences.

moment generating function and, hence, all moments. The results also allow us to compute

the covariances of the random variables for different types of episodes, which are needed for

testing various hypotheses of interest. We use the distributional results to develop statistical

thresholds for separating the observed episodes into two groups: a) random (arising from pairs

of nodes that are independent), and b) active (pairs of nodes that are connected). A simple

approach is to test for independence of the pairs of nodes. However, in practice, researchers

are interested in detecting only sufficiently strong connections (as indicated by some measure

of strength). Section 4 considers an appropriate notion of strength and develops methods for

determining connectivity above (or below) the specified measure of strength. Two issues arise

in implementing the methods: a) screening out false positives that occur due to chains and fan-

outs; and b) controlling the overall error rates due to multiple testing. Both of these topics are

also discussed in Section 4. The results are then applied to simulated networks in Section 5 and

data from cortical cultures in Section 6. Section 7 briefly discusses extensions to non-stationary

models and other practical issues.
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3 Distributions of Episode Counts

3.1 The Model

Multivariate point processes (and their discrete versions) are often used to model multi-neuronal

spike trains. See [6, 8, 38, 31] and references therein. In this paper, we consider a class of

dependent Bernoulli processes to characterize the behavior of a set of neurons. These can be

viewed as discretized versions of the Poisson processes that have been extensively discussed in

the literature.

Let J be the number of neurons being observed. Let ∆ be a small enough interval so that

there is at most one spike per neuron in the interval. We observe the process over a period

of L consecutive intervals. Let Xj(t) = 1 if neuron j fires at time t and zero otherwise, for

t = 1, . . . , L and j = 1, . . . , J . Let Pj be the probability of neuron j firing in an interval and

denote the number of firings during L intervals as Nj for j = 1, . . . , J . In the artificial case

where the neurons fire independently, the Xj(t)’s follow independent Bernoulli processes, and

Nj’s will be independent binomial(L,Pj) random variables.

We are interested in the case where there is dependence among the neurons, and we formu-

late it as follows. Suppose we have two neurons A and B with unidirectional dependence: A

influences B, but B does not influence A, and there is a delay of k time units between the time

A fires and when it affects the probability of B firing (written as A k→ B). Since the firing of

A is unaffected by B, XA(t) is still a Bernoulli process with success probability PA. The firing

of neuron B is due to a mixture of two processes – it can fire on its own, or it can fire due to

excitation by A. Since each of these processes are independent over time, the firing of B across

different intervals remains independent. The mixture probability of B firing in any interval t is:

P (XB(t) = 1) = P (XB(t) = 1|XA(t− k) = 1)P (XA(t− k) = 1)

+ P (XB(t) = 1|XA(t− k) = 0)P (XA(t− k) = 0)

= PAPB|A + (1− PA)PB|Ā

P (XB(t) = 0) = 1− P (XB(t) = 1)

Further, XB(t) is marginally a Bernoulli process with P cB = PA PB|A + (1−PA) PB|Ā, where

the superscript c stands for combined. However, (XA(t), XB(t)) are now dependent.

While the above formulation is relatively simple, it has been found to be reasonable for

modeling the firing behavior of cortical neurons [35]. Nevertheless, neurons do exhibit time-

varying behavior, so the reasonableness of the Bernoulli model for a particular dataset of interest

should be tested empirically [16]. If the temporal behavior is piece-wise stationary or slowly
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varying, the results can be applied to segments of time intervals within which the behavior is

approximately stationary. Another issue is that, immediately following a spike, a neuron may

exhibit a short (typically less than 1 ms) absolute refractory period during which it cannot spike

again [15, 25]. Such refractory effects become detectable when neurons have high enough firing

rates.

3.2 Distribution in the Unrestricted Case

Consider first the case where all occurrences of an episode are counted, i.e., attention is not

restricted to non-overlapping occurrences. Suppose the episode of interest is E = A[k]B: a

firing of neuron A followed k seconds later by a firing of neuron B. For t = 1, ..., L − k,

consider the binary process IE(t) that equals 1 if XA(t) = 1 AND XB(t + k) = 1. The

IE(t)’s are iid Bernoulli with success probability PA[k]B = PAPB|A for t = 1, ..., L − k. Let

N denote the number of times that IE(t) equals 1, i.e., the number of occurrences of the serial

episode E. The possible values of N range from 0 to (L−k); if A fires after time t = L−k, an

occurrence of the episode would not be complete by time t = L. It is clear thatN has a binomial

distribution with parameters (L− k) and PA[k]B . Therefore, one can estimate PA[k]B using the

simple estimator P̂A[k]B = N/(L−k). Var(P̂A[k]B) = PA[k]B(1−PA[k]B)/(L−k). This result

holds provided there are no cycles among the neurons, i.e., the network structure connecting the

neurons is a directed acyclic graph (DAG). If neuronA influencesB andB in turn influencesA,

the model becomes much more complicated. We do not consider such situations in this paper.

3.3 Distribution in the Non-Overlapping Case

The technically challenging case is the distribution of serial episode counts based on non-

overlapping occurrences. Consider again two neurons A and B, and let M be the number

of non-overlapping occurrences of the episode E = A[k]B. Iterative methods for calculating

the mean and variance of M were developed in [33]. We provide a complete characterization

of the distribution and also obtain an expression for its moment generating function (and hence

moments of all orders).

We can partition N , the total number of occurrences, as follows. Consider the jth non-

overlapping occurrence of E, and let Rj be the number of (unrestricted) occurrences that occur

between the (j−1)th and jth non-overlapping occurrences (see Fig. 1 for an illustration). Then,

it is easily seen that N = M +
∑M

j=1Rj . Further, the Rj’s and M are independent of each

other. So, we have the following result:
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Proposition: N has the same distribution as

N = M +
M∑
j=1

Rj (1)

Further, the Rj’s are iid binomial(k, PA[k]B) random variables.

This provides a complete characterization of the distribution of M . While we cannot use

the result to compute the distribution of M analytically, the moment-generating function (and

hence all the moments of M ) can be computed easily. The mean and variance can be obtained

directly. Taking expectations of both sides of Equation 1, and using the independence of the

Rj’s and the distribution of N , we have

E [M ] =
E [N ]

1 + E [R1]
=

L− k
1/PA[k]B + k

(2)

Similarly, the variance of M is obtained as

Var[M ] =
(L− k)PA[k]B(1− PA[k]B)

(1 + kPA[k]B)3
(3)

=
Var[N ]

(1 + kPA[k]B)3
(4)

To get the moment generating function (MGF) of M , we write

E [exp(tN)] = E [exp(t(M +

M∑
j=1

Rj))]

= EM [EX [exp(t(M +
M∑
j=1

Rj))|M ]]

= E [exp(tM)(QA[k]B + PA[k]B exp(t))Mk]

= E [exp(M(t+ klog(QA[k]B + PA[k]B exp(t))))] (5)

whereQA[k]B = 1−PA[k]B . Let s(t) = t+k log(QA[k]B+PA[k]B exp(t)). This is a one-to-one

and strictly increasing function of t, so a unique inverse exists. Denote this inverse function by

g(s). (Note that g(s) has to be obtained numerically.) Then, the MGF of M can be expressed

as

E [exp(sM)] = E [exp(g(s)N)] = (QA[k]B + PA[k]B exp(g(s)))L−k.

We can get the nth moment of the distribution of M by differentiating the MGF n times w.r.t.

to s and evaluating it at s = 0.

The distribution of M (CDF or pmf) can be approximated up to any degree of precision by

Monte Carlo sampling and the characterization in Equation 1. We also examined more direct

approximations and found a fourth-order polynomial function of a normal random variable to
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be reasonable. Specifically, one can approximate the distribution of M by
∑

j ajZ
j , where Z

is a standard normal random variable and the aj’s are chosen to match the first four moments of

M [11, 41].

Equation (2) yields an estimator of PA[k]B based on M as

P̂MA[k]B =
(L− k

M
− k
)−1

, (6)

a non-linear function of M . Its variance can be approximated using Taylor series as

Var[P̂MA[k]B] ≈
(1 + kPA[k]B)PA[k]B(1− PA[k]B)

(L− k)
. (7)

As a side issue, one might wonder about the loss in efficiency in basing the analysis on

non-overlapping occurrences M rather than N . A comparison of the (asymptotic) variances of

P̂NA[k]B (estimator based on N ) and P̂MA[k]B (based on M ) provides insight into this question.

The ratio of the asymptotic variances of P̂NA[k]B and P̂MA[k]B is

Relative Efficiency =
1

1 + kPA[k]B
. (8)

It is independent of L and decreases as k or PA[k]B get large, suggesting a greater loss in ef-

ficiency in using M in such situations. Of course, these are also precisely the cases where

the number of occurrences will be large, and therefore, are the situations where the gains in

computational efficiency due to using M over N will be greatest.

4 Detecting Active Connections

Consider again two neuronsA andB. If an excitatory connection is present, PA[k]B > PA×PB;

for an inhibitory connection, PA[k]B < PA × PB . We will restrict attention to the excitatory

case as the arguments for the inhibitory case are analogous. The simplest question to ask is

if the number of observed occurrences of an episode (based on N or M ) is larger than what

one would expect under “randomness”. This can be formulated as testing the null hypothesis

PA[k]B = PA × PB against the alternative PA[k]B > PA × PB . If we let S = PA[k]B/PAPB ,

the question becomes testing H0 : S = 1 against H1 : S > 1. The value of S can be viewed as

a measure of the connection strength between A and B.

Researchers are typically interested in detecting only connections that are sufficiently strong

or “active”; weak connections are often not of interest. Let S0 be a user-specified threshold for

strength. Let τ(S) = PA[k]B − SPAPB . Then, detecting S > S0 is equivalent to testing the

hypothesis

H0 : τ(S0) ≤ 0 against HA : τ(S0) > 0 (9)
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In other words, we decide in favor of S > S0 only if the null hypothesis is rejected, a decision

that requires sufficiently strong evidence.

4.1 Test Procedures

Consider first the case where one observes N , the episode count based on all occurrences of

A[k]B. Then, we can estimate the parameters in τ(S) based on the underlying binomial data.

Denote the corresponding estimator as τ̂N (S). The variance can be expressed as

Var(τ̂N (S)) = Var(P̂A[k]B) + S2 Var(P̂AP̂B)− 2S Cov(P̂A[k]B, P̂AP̂B). (10)

Expressions for these components are obtained in the Appendices A.1 and A.2. The prob-

lem is non-trivial since P̂A and P̂B are not independent when S > 1. The estimated vari-

ance of τ̂N (S) can be obtained by substituting the estimates for the unknown parameters in the

variance expressions in Appendix A.1. One can then test the hypothesis of an active connec-

tion given in Equation (9) using a normal approximation for the standardized statistic Zτ =

τ̂N (S0)/

√
V̂ar(τ̂N (S0)). In practice, one can implement the test procedure by computing the

approximate lower confidence bound corresponding to the desired α-level for τ(S0) and check-

ing if the confidence bound does or does not include the value zero.

The more technically challenging problem is to develop analogous procedures based on M

or equivalently τ̂M (S0). While formulation of the problem and the structure of the estimator

τ̂M (S0) are the same as before, the computation of Var(τ̂M (S0)) is now much more involved.

Knowledge of the third and fourth order moments of M , discussed in Section 3.3, is needed

for this purpose. The variance expressions are developed in Appendices A.3 and A.4. An

illustration of these procedures is discussed in Section 5. We have examined the adequacy of

the normal approximations to the test statistics through simulation studies and found them to be

quite adequate.

4.2 Multiple Testing

The proposed procedure involves testing all pairs of nodes at all possible values of the delay k to

identify the active two-node episodes. When either the number of neurons or the number of pos-

sible values of k is large, one would have to be concerned about the problem of multiple testing.

Performing hundreds or thousands of tests can lead to the spurious detection of false positives.

There are several methods in the literature for handling multiple comparisons. These include

Bonferroni correction to control the overall error, and the more recent technique of false discov-

ery rates or FDRs (see, for example [36, 5]). We used simulation studies to determine the extent
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of false positives from multiple testing and which methods for multiple comparisons perform

well in our context. We found the Bonferroni correction to be too conservative, as is well-known

to be the case in the literature. The FDR method is not ideally suited for our situation and did not

perform particularly well either. The approach we found to be most effective in our simulation

studies was to use S0, the user-specified threshold for strength, as a tuning parameter. As we

increased the value of S0 from one (null hypothesis of independence) to about 3 or 4, most of

the false positives due to multiple testing disappeared (see Table 3). The statistical methods, as

expected, perform well in detecting connections with relatively strong strengths. Therefore, we

propose the use of the strength threshold as a tuning parameter: try different values of S0 and

select the value where the conclusions (number of edges detected) stabilize.

4.3 Eliminating False Edges

In addition to false positives due to multiple testing or Type I error, certain types of network

structure can lead to systematic false positives [23]. We refer to false positives due to network

structure as false edges. Figure 2 shows the two kinds of false edges that are likely to occur (the

dashed lines). The left panel shows the situation where we have a pair of active connections

A[k1]B and B[k2]C. This may lead to the detection of A[k1 + k2]C as statistically significant

even if it is not an active connection. The center panel shows a different scenario where false

edges can occur. When there are active connectionsA[k1]B andA[k1 +k2]C, thenB[k2]C may

be detected as active even if it is not. So, we need to do a second pass through the connections

that are detected as active to determine if there are false edges due to this phenomenon.

We propose procedures for testing and screening out false edges in the different scenarios

described above. Suppose we have detected all three of the episodes A[k1]B, A[k1 + k2]C,

and B[k2]C as significant. Consider first the case in the left panel of Figure 2 and the events

AC = A[k1+k2]C = {XA(t) = 1, XC(t+k1+k2) = 1},ABC = {XA(t) = 1, XB(t+k1) =

1, XC(t+ k1 + k2) = 1}, and AB̄C = {XA(t) = 1, XB(t+ k1) = 0, XC(t+ k1 + k2) = 1}

for t ∈ [0, L − k1 − k2]. Denote the number of non-overlapping occurrences of the respective

events as MAC ,MABC and MAB̄C respectively. (The arguments for overlapping episodes are

similar.) If the connection AC is active, then MAB̄C will be much more than what one would

expect under independence. So we can test the hypothesis

H0 : PAB̄C ≤ PAPB̄PC

H1 : PAB̄C > PAPB̄PC (11)

to determine if the AC connection is active or not. Let ξ = PAB̄C − PAPB̄PC ; then the above
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test is equivalent to testing whether ξ ≤ 0 or ξ > 0.

Consider now the second type of false edge shown in the center panel of Figure 2. Again

suppose that we have detected all three of the episodes A[k1]B, A[k1 + k2]C, and B[k2]C

as significant. Our goal is to test if the third episode is a false edge due to co-occurrences

of the first two episodes (i.e., a single firing of A followed by both a firing of B and a firing

of C with the specified delays).1 We now use the difference between PĀBC , the probability

of the episode B[k2]C in the absence of A, and the probability of the same episode under

independence, namely PĀPBPC . The hypothesis test to eliminate this type of false edge is as

follows:

H0 : η = PĀBC − PĀPBPC ≤ 0

H1 : η > 0 (12)

Denote the test statistics for these procedures as Zξ = ξ̂/

√
V̂ar(ξ̂) and Zη = η̂/

√
V̂ar(η̂).

The variances of these estimators are developed in Appendices A.2 and A.4. As before, we use a

normal approximation of the standardized statistic to implement the procedure. One can develop

other procedures for screening out false edges, but these tests are simple to implement when

dealing with statistics based on non-overlapping occurrences, and we found them to perform

well in simulation studies.

Figure 2: The three network structures that are likely to lead to frequent occurrences of the

two-node episodes A[k1]B, B[k2]C, and A[k1 + k2]C. For chain and fan-out structures, one of

these frequent episodes represents a false edge (dashed lines).

1The same arguments apply to detecting the first episode as a false edge, however in such a scenario there is no

reason to expect the last two episodes to co-occur frequently.
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5 Simulation Studies

To illustrate the usefulness of our results, we simulated data from a simple network of 9 neurons

with a baseline firing rate of 5 Hz and the 7 connections shown in Figure 3. We varied the

strength of the connections by setting S at values ranging from 1 to 40. Note that S = 1

corresponds to no connectivity as it implies that the neurons always spike according to the

baseline firing rate.

50 50

5

15
10

30

20

A B C

D E F

G H I

Figure 3: A network with 9 neurons and embedded connections. Each neuron had an intrinsic

firing rate of 5 Hz. The connections had the time delays indicated next to each arrow (in ms),

and strengths ranging from S = 1 to 40.

For each value of S, we simulated 100 data sets from the network. To analyze the data,

we first count the total number of spikes from the 9 neurons; these can be viewed as 1-node

episodes. We then obtain the count of all possible 2-node serial episodes with delays ranging

from 1 to 200 ms. There are 81 pairwise episodes, so this is a total of 81× 200 = 16, 200 cases.

We can then test for active 2-node connections. Since we are performing n = 81 × 200 =

16, 200 tests, we must consider the issue of multiple testing as described in Section 4.2.

We implemented our 2-node detection tests as described in Section 4. More specifically,

we used the procedure in Equation (9) with different values of S0 and examined the number of

significant 2-node connections. The mean number of such connections for the 100 replicates

are shown in Table 3. Consider first the cell corresponding to S = S0 = 1. This is the

null case where there are no connections, and we are testing the hypothesis of independence.

At significance level α = 0.05, we would expect about 16, 200 × 0.05 or approximately 800
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of these tests to be declared as significant. However, only 200 connections were identified

as significant. One of the main reasons for this is that the 16, 200 tests are highly-positively

dependent. In such cases, one would expect fewer number of tests to be identified as significant.

For the row with S0 = 2, we see that, on the average, 1 edge is falsely detected as significant;

when S0 = 3, we detect zero connections which is the correct value. Looking at moderate

sized values of S (ranging from 2 to 4), we can see that the tests with S0 = 2 miss some of

the 7 active edges. When the connection strength is stronger (S > 5), the tests with S0 = 2

detect at least 7 connections. A detailed analysis showed that all the active edges were indeed

identified. For high values of S, we also detect some false edges. An inspection of Figure 3

shows that we may detect two false edges (A[100]C and G[10]D) for the reasons discussed

in Section 4.3. An occurrence of A[100]C will happen whenever an occurrence of A[50]B is

followed by an occurrence of B[50]C. Similarly, co-occurrence of H[20]G and H[30]D will

lead to an occurrence of G[10]D.

Table 3: Average number of significant 2-node connections for different connection strengths S

and strength thresholds S0 (network as shown in Figure 3, 100 replicates, α = 0.05).

Connection Strength threshold

strength S0 = 1 2 3 4 5 10 15 20 25

S = 1 198.51 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

2 208.16 1.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

3 209.75 3.27 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

4 217.25 5.07 1.42 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

5 230.42 7.34 3.44 1.11 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

10 239.33 8.25 7.00 6.88 6.63 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00

15 241.39 7.67 7.00 7.00 7.00 6.25 0.28 0.00 0.00

20 245.27 7.61 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 5.38 0.35 0.00

30 249.71 9.76 8.86 7.14 7.14 7.11 7.02 7.00 4.91

40 265.47 9.14 9.00 8.57 8.57 7.45 7.13 7.00 7.00

To demonstrate this, we discuss the case with S = 30 for one particular simulated data set.

We applied all the test procedures, including the false-edge detection tests in Section 4.3. Table

4 shows the 9 connections that were significant based on their Zτ values (S0 = 2). Consider

first the group of neuronsA,B andC. We see that the episodeA[100]B has a negative Zξ value,

indicating that it is a false edge, while B[50]C has a large Zη value, indicating that it is not a
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false edge. Thus, we conclude these three neurons have a chain structure. Consider next the

group of neurons D,H and G. Here, the large value of Zξ and negative value of Zη for H[30]D

and G[10]D respectively indicate that G[10]D is a false edge while H[30]D is not. Thus, we

conclude these three neurons have a fan-out structure. Finally, consider the group of neurons

E,F and I . Both the Zξ and Zη values are large, indicating that neither E[15]I nor F [10]I are

false edges. Thus, we conclude these three neurons have a feed-forward loop structure.

Table 4: Test statistics for the initial detection test (Zτ ) and the false edge elimination tests (Zξ,

Zη) for one replicate with S = 30.

Neuron1[k]Neuron2 Zτ Zξ Zη

A[50]B 15.76 - -

A[100]C 7.85 -3.70 -

B[50]C 18.04 - 15.72

E[5]F 16.15 - -

E[15]I 17.85 13.09 -

F[10]I 20.37 - 16.34

G[10]D 8.70 - -1.38

H[30]D 16.36 13.13 -

H[20]G 17.32 - -

5.1 Scalability

To assess the scalability of our approach, we analyzed simulated networks of various sizes

and connection densities. We measured the accuracy and computational cost of our method,

considering networks where the number of neurons ranged from n = 10 to 100, with e = pn2

edges for p = 0.01 to 0.05. The connectivity was random, with connection strength S = 30 and

delays of either 5 or 10 ms.

Accuracy

Table 5 shows the results of our methodology on data from networks of different sizes for a

fixed density of connections (p = 0.01). With S0 = 2 and considering delays from k = 1 to

20 ms, there were no false negatives for any n. However, as n increases, the number of false

positives increases. The growth in false positives is substantially reduced by our false edge
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elimination tests. For example, for the networks with n = e = 100, these additional hypothesis

tests eliminated approximately 90% of the false positives.

We then explored how the positive predictive value (defined as the proportion of positive

test results that are true positives) of our two-phase procedure scales with network size and

connection density. If only the screening phase is used, then increasing network size and con-

nection density p leads to a decrease in positive predictive value (PPV). However, when the

false edge elimination phase is employed, PPV remains high for all the networks considered

(see Figure 4). These results indicate that the performance of our two-phase methodology is

relatively insensitive to increases in network size and connection density.

Table 5: Networks of n neurons with e = 0.01n2 edges (S = 30, delays 5 or 10 ms) were

simulated and analyzed with S0 = 2 and k = 1 to 20 ms. For each configuration, 10 random

networks were generated. The mean number of false positives (FP) is much lower when the

false edge elimination tests are applied (pruned) than if they are not applied (unpruned).

Neurons n = 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Edges e = 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100

FP (unpruned) 0.2 1.3 3.5 8.2 18.4 25.8 42.6 64.4 86.2 119.0

FP (pruned) 0.2 0.7 1.0 1.9 4.4 4.0 6.1 6.7 8.0 12.1

Computational Cost

The bulk of the computational time involves counting all the two-node episodes in phase 1 of

the strategy. We cannot think of any statistical technique for this problem where these counts

will not be needed. Furthermore, as we have noted earlier, computationally-efficient algorithms

have been developed for counting the non-overlapping occurrences of episodes [20, 21, 27]. Im-

plementing the pruning step in phase 2 takes a relatively smaller amount of time. For example,

a complete analysis of the largest and most dense network in Figure 4 (n = 100, e = 500) took

68.8 minutes on a standard laptop computer (MacBook Pro, 2.4 GHz Intel Core i7 processor,

8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 memory). For networks with p = 0.01, counting the 3-node episodes

required for implementation of phase 2 (false edge elimination tests) accounted for less than 1%

of this computational time. These figures can be reduced on faster computational platforms and

using parallel computing.

As the number of neurons n increases, the computational time scales linearly with the num-
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Figure 4: Scaling of PPV, defined as true positives divided by the sum of true positive and false

positives, as a function of network size n and connection density p. Mean PPV for 10 random

networks, with and without applying the false edge elimination tests (indicated by solid and

dashed lines, respectively).

ber of 2-node episodes (∼ n2) to be counted (see Figure 5). For networks with n = 100, as p

is increased the amount of time spent counting 3-node episodes increases, but remains less than

10% of total computational time at p = 0.05.

Networks with non-DAG structure

We have assumed throughout that the underlying networks have a DAG structure. It is much

more difficult to develop the distribution theory for the statistical procedures for non-DAG struc-

tures. We can do this under a specified non-DAG network structure, but it is not possible to do

this under a general unspecified structure. Additionally, and more importantly, there can be iden-

tifiability as well as interpretability problems with non-DAG structures. For example, suppose

A→ B,B → C, and C → A. Further, suppose that the first two connections are excitatory and

the last one is inhibitory. Then, it becomes very difficult to untangle the opposing relationships

and reconstruct the connections purely from the spike train data. Nevertheless, in reality one

has to deal with non-DAG networks. So we have examined the potential limitation of this as-

sumption through a simulation study. The simulation studies in Table 5 and Figure 4 were done

under the assumption of a DAG network, i.e., the random connections were constrained to avoid
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Figure 5: Computational time for analysis of the p = 0.01 networks shown in Figure 4. The

time required scales linearly with the number of 2-node episodes to be counted, which is given

by n2 times the number of delays k being considered (here 20 different delays were used).

cycles. We repeated our analysis on non-DAG networks generated without this constraint. Fig-

ure 6 shows that the results for DAG and non-DAG networks are very similar in terms of PPV.

While it is not possible to generalize from a single study, the results for these configurations are

encouraging. However, as we have noted, this problem requires a more thorough investigation,

both in terms of the performance on non-DAG structures and also the implications for identifia-

bility and interpretability. We note that this is an issue not just for the methods in this paper, but

for many others in the literature as well.

5.2 Effect of Subsampling

Spike train datasets recorded from mammalian tissues will typically be from a small subset of

the neuronal network active in the tissue. This subsampling is due to the large number of neurons

present in mammalian brain structures and technical limitations on the number of neurons that

can be recorded from simultaneously. So it is possible (and even very likely) that the connections

discovered in the observed network are not true connections and can be explained by chains and
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Figure 6: PPV for networks with n = 100 and various connection densities p is similar whether

the random connections are unconstrained (non-DAG) or constrained to avoid cycles (DAG).

fan-out structures in the unobserved network. This problem is of course present in any statistical

method that relies on data from the observed network. Thus, connections discovered in any

observed network must be considered as “functional” connections and cannot be assumed to be

a direct connection in the large network.

Nevertheless, we used a simulation study to assess the effect of unobserved neurons on

the ability to discover functional connectivity. We simulated a network of 500 neurons and

then randomly subsampled 20 of these neurons on which to perform our analysis. The original

network had 2500 random connections of strength S = 30 and random delays of either 5 or

10 ms. For networks with 500 neurons and 2500 connections, we would expect 20-neuron

subsamples to yield on average (202/5002)(2500) = 4 direct connections between neurons

in the subsample. For the network and subsample analyzed here, 3 of the 2500 connections

were between neurons in our observed subsample. When we subject these 20 neurons to our

analysis procedure, there are 9 significant 2-node episodes with S0 = 2 (before false edge

elimination). Three of these are true direct connections between neurons in the subsample:

5[10]11, 5[10]15, and 11[5]16. The 5[10]11 and 11[5]6 connections form a chain that lead

to 5[15]6 being detected as significant; this is a false edge which is eliminated by hypothesis

test (11). The other 5 episodes are due to chains or fan-outs involving unobserved neurons. For

example, the significant episode 1[10]19 results from true edges 1[5]479 and 479[5]19, whereas

the significant episode 13[5]4 comes from edges 186[5]13 and 186[10]14.
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As the number of neurons sampled is increased from 20 to 100, the number of true positives

(observed direct connections) increases, but so does the number of false positives. The majority

of these false positives can be explained by the existence of chains where neuron B is unob-

served, or fan-outs where neuron A is unobserved (see Figure 2 and Table 6). The estimated

strengths of the false connections induced by the partially observed chains and fan-outs is much

less than the estimated strengths of the true connections, thus moderately increasing S0 is an

effective means of reducing false positives while still avoiding false negatives.

Table 6: Subsamples of size ns = 20 to 100 neurons from a 500-neuron network simulation

(2500 edges, S = 30, delays 5 or 10 ms) were analyzed with S0 = 2 to 4. Increasing S0 did not

affect the number of true positives (TP) or false negatives (FN), but did reduce the number of

false positives. Most of these false positives are due to partial observation of chains and fan-out

structures present in the 500-neuron network, i.e. cases where the middle neuron in a chain or

the first neuron in a fan-out are not in the observed sample.

Subsamples ns = 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

TP 3 12 17 29 38 45 60 81 92

FN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FP (S0 = 2) 5 13 27 45 71 95 116 144 163

FP (S0 = 3) 0 1 4 5 11 18 24 30 34

FP (S0 = 4) 0 1 2 2 4 4 4 6 7

6 Application to cultured cortical neurons

To understand the interactions of neurons in a network, neurobiologists conduct experiments in

which they record the activity of several neurons from a region of the brain simultaneously. For

in vitro experiments, the neurons often are often cultured on top of a grid of micro-electrodes

known as a multi-electrode array (MEA). A typical MEA setup consists of 8 × 8 grid of 64

electrodes. Each electrode is capable of recording the activity of one or more neurons around

it. Some of the brain areas of interest for such experiments are the primary motor cortex, hip-

pocampus and pre-frontal cortex, as well as retinal ganglion cells.

After suitable pre-processing of the data, an MEA recording provides spike trains on each

electrode which can be expressed as an event stream. We used our methods to analyze spike

train data available in the literature on cultures of cortical neurons [32, 40]. In [40], “population

bursts” in the spiking activity of the cultures were characterized. Such bursts, defined as brief
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periods of time during which the firing rate of several cells or electrodes greatly exceeds the

baseline rate, are a common feature observed in cultures of many different types of neurons.

Our focus is not to characterize the bursts but rather to detect precisely timed spiking patterns

involving multiple neurons in order to estimate the strength of functional connectivity between

different neurons in the culture. Since our methods assume that the firing rates of individual

neurons are relatively stationary in the analysis window, we selected a segment of the data that

did not contain bursts.
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Figure 7: Inferred functional connectivity in cortical culture 2-1-34 with S0 = 2.

We analyzed 120 seconds of data from culture 2-1-34. To visualize the functional connec-

tivity present in the culture, we show the network graphs based on our pruned list of significant

2-node episodes. If there is a significant episode with any delay for a pair of neurons (i, j),

we draw a directed edge i → j connecting them. Figures 7 and 8 show the inferred network

structure for two different S0 thresholds. As S0 is increased from S0 = 2 to S0 = 10 (Figures 7

and 8), the weaker connections are no longer significant and the inferred network becomes more

sparse. In this way, our methods can be used to identify the strongest microcircuits present in

the culture. Although we considered episodes with delays of up to 200 ms, all the significant

episodes had delays of less than 10 ms. Fast delays such as this are consistent with the timescale

of the action for AMPA, a common excitatory neurotransmitter in the cortex [10, 29].
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Figure 8: Inferred functional connectivity in cortical culture 2-1-34 with S0 = 10.

7 Discussion

We have presented a two-phase approach for discovering functional connectivity of neuronal

networks from spike trains based on repeating occurrences of temporally precise patterns of

spikes. Most methods for detecting repeated occurrences of precise spike patterns and assess-

ing their significance involve correlations between time-shifted spike trains [1, 37, 13, 30, 9].

Approaches utilizing dynamic Bayesian networks [28], Granger causality [19, 17, 18], and in-

formation theory [26, 14] have also been employed. In contrast, the framework developed here

is based on a computationally-efficient temporal data mining method. Our hypothesis tests allow

one to infer episodes that represent strong interactions among neurons, and also avoid certain

systematic errors commonly made by network inference procedures [23]. We have demon-

strated the effectiveness of our methods both on simulated and in vitro neuronal spike data. We

do note that the methodology developed here can be characterized in terms of (simple) Granger

causality methods.

The strength of connection between a pair of neurons is characterized using the conditional

probability that one neuron fires after a specified delay given that the other neuron has fired. This
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delay is usually caused by the axonal delay of spike propagation and the delay at synapses due to

chemical diffusion. In our analysis, we have assumed that the inter-event time constraints which

represent the time delays in neuronal connections are constants. In general there would be vari-

ation in these delays. Also, since we do not have complete control over which specific neurons

are recorded from, we may be seeing some connections mediated by more than one synapse.

Hence, one very useful extension for the method proposed here is to incorporate variable delays

as inter-event time constraints.

Currently, our statistical framework handles only serial episodes. Another interesting prob-

lem would be to extend the statistical theory for the case of more general episodes which may

be able to represent additional types of connectivity graphs. For example, [39] has developed a

framework for determining the statistical significance of parallel episodes. Parallel episodes can

capture the co-occurrence of spikes from many different neurons within a time-window, a type

of synchronous activity of interest to many researchers [13], [30].
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Appendix

Appendix A.1: Variance of τN(S0) based on N

We derive the variance of the test statistic τN (S0) based on the total number of occurrences.

For simplicity of notation we will denote A[k]B as AB. Recall that NAB is binomial(L − k,

PAB), where PAB is the probability of an occurrence of the episode AB as defined in Section

3.1. Equation (10) for the variance is repeated below and it is a sum of three expressions

Var(τ̂N (S0)) = Var(P̂AB) + S2
0 Var(P̂AP̂B)− 2S0 Cov(P̂AB, P̂AP̂B). (13)

From the binomial property of NAB , the first term is

Var(P̂AB) =
PAB(1− PAB)

(L− k)
. (14)
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We will now show that the second term, up to the constant S2
0 is

Var(P̂AP̂B) =
PAB

(L− k)3
(1− PAB − PA − PB + 5PAPB)

+
PAB

(L− k)2
(PAB + PA + PB − 8PAPB)

− PAPB
(L− k)3

(1− 2PA − 2PB + 6PAPB)

+
PAPB

(L− k)2
(1− 3PA − 3PB + 10PAPB)

+
PAPB

(L− k)
(PA + PB + 2PAB − 4PAPB), (15)

and the third term, up to the constant −2S0 is

Cov(P̂AB, P̂AP̂B) =
1

(L− k)2
(1− PAB − PABPA − PABPB + 2PABPAPB)

− 1

(L− k)
(P 2

AB − PABPA − PABPB + 2PABPAPB)

+ P 2
AB. (16)

We start with the second term or Equation (15). Note that we are computing the variance of

Var(P̂AP̂B) under possible dependence, so these two terms are not independent. We can write

NANB =

L−k∑
t=1

IA(t)

L−k∑
r=1

IB(r + k)

=
L−k∑
t=1

IA(t)IB(t+ k) +
L−k∑
s=1

∑
r 6=s

IA(s)IB(r + k)

= NAB +N ′AB,

Thus,

Var(NANB) = Var(NAB) + Var(N ′AB) + 2 Cov(NAB, N
′
AB).

Recall that Var(NAB) = (L−k)PAB(1−PAB). Further, it can be shown, through some tedious

calculations, that Cov(NAB, N
′
AB) = (L− k)(L− k − 1)PAB(PA + PB − 2PAPB) and that

Var(N ′AB) = (L− k)(L− k − 1)PAPB(1− PAPB)

+ (L− k)(L− k − 1)(L− k − 2)PAPB(PA + PB)

+ (L− k)2P 2
AB + (L− k)(2(L− k)2 − 6(L− k) + 3)PABPAPB

+ (L− k)(L− k − 1)(L− k − 2)(L− k − 3)(PAPB)2

− (L− k)(L− k − 1)((L− k)2 − (L− k)− 1)(PAPB)2
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We can now get Equation (15) by combining these expression and using the fact that Var(P̂AP̂B) =

1
(L−k)4 Var(NANB).

Finally, consider the third term or Equation (16). Write

Cov(NAB, NANB) = E (NABNANB)− E (NAB)E (NANB). (17)

We can express the first term on the right as

E (NABNANB) = E [
L−k∑
t=1

IA(t)IB(t+ k)
L−k∑
s=1

IA(s)IB(s+ k)

+

L−k∑
t=1

IA(t)IB(t+ k)

L−k∑
s=1

∑
r 6=s

IA(s)IB(r + k)]

= E [N2
AB] + E [NABN

′
AB] (18)

Further,

E [N2
AB] = (L− k)PAB(1− PAB) + (L− k)2P 2

AB, (19)

and

E [NABN
′
AB] = E [

L−k∑
t=1

IA(t)IB(t+ k)
L−k∑
s=1

∑
r 6=s

IA(s)IB(r + k)] (20)

= (L− k)(L− k − 1)PAB(PA + PB + (L− k − 2)PAPB)

Moreover, the last term in Equation (17) (again noting that the two terms are not independent)

can be calculated as

E [NANB] = E [NAB] + E [N ′AB]

= (L− k)PAB + (L− k)(L− k − 1)PAPB. (21)

Combining the results in Equations (17)–(21) and noting that Cov(P̂AB, P̂AP̂B) = Cov(NAB, NANB)/(L−

k)3, we get Equation (16).

Appendix A.2: Variances of the test statistics for false edge elimination based on

N

We first derive the variance of the test statistic ξ̂N based on the total number of occurrences N .

It can be written as the sum of three terms

Var(ξ̂N ) = Var(P̂AB̄C) + Var(P̂AP̂B̄P̂C)− 2 Cov(P̂AB̄C , P̂AP̂B̄P̂C). (22)
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Let k1 and k2 be the time delays, i.e., the event of interest is A[k1]B̄[k2]C. From the binomial

property of NAB̄C , the first term in Equation (22) is

Var(P̂AB̄C) =
PAB̄C(1− PAB̄C)

(L− k1 − k2)
. (23)

We will show that the second term in Equation (22) is given by

Var(P̂AP̂B̄P̂C) =
1

(L− k1 − k2)3
PAPĀPBPB̄PCPC̄ +

1

(L− k1 − k2)2
PAPĀPBPB̄P

2
C

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)2
PAPĀP

2
B̄PCPC̄ +

1

(L− k1 − k2)2
P 2
APBPB̄PCPC̄

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)
P 2
AP

2
B̄PCPC̄ +

1

(L− k1 − k2)
P 2
APBPB̄P

2
C

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)
PAPĀP

2
B̄P

2
C .

and that the third term Equation (22) is given by

Cov(P̂AB̄C , P̂AP̂B̄P̂C) =
1

(L− k1 − k2)3
PAB̄C

[
(1− PAB̄C − PA − PB̄ − PC

+ 2PAPB̄ + 2PAPC + 2PB̄PC − 6PAPB̄PC)

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)3
(PAB̄C + PA + PB̄ + PC

− 3PAPB̄ − 3PAPC − 3PB̄PC)

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)2
(PAPB̄ + PAPC + PB̄PC − 6PAPB̄PC)

]
.

We start with the second term in Equation (22) and note that NA,NB̄ and NC are indepen-

dent under H0. Therefore,

Var(NANB̄NC) = Var(NA) Var(NB̄) Var(NC) + Var(NA) Var(NB̄)[E (NC)]2

+ Var(NA) Var(NC)[E (NB̄)]2 + Var(NB̄) Var(NC)[E (NA)]2

+ [E (NA)]2[E (NB̄)]2 Var(NC) + [E (NA)]2[E (NC)]2 Var(NB̄)

+ [E (NB̄)]2[E (NC)]2 Var(NA)

We can get the answer for the second term as

Var(P̂AP̂B̄P̂C) =
1

(L− k1 − k2)6
Var(NANB̄NC) (24)

Turning to the third term in Equation (22),

Cov(NAB̄C , NANB̄NC) = E (NAB̄CNANB̄NC)− E (NAB̄C)E (NANB̄NC)

E (NAB̄CNANB̄NC) = E [N2
AB̄C ] + E [NAB̄CN

′
AB̄C ] (25)
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These expectations can be obtained as

E [N2
AB̄C ] = (L− k1 − k2)(1− PAB̄C) + (L− k1 − k2)2P 2

AB̄C (26)

and

E [NAB̄CN
′
AB̄C ] = E

[ L−k1−k2∑
t=1

IA(t)IB̄(t+ k1)IC(t+ k1 + k2)

×
L−k1−k2∑

t=1

∑
s 6=t

∑
r 6=s 6=t

IA(t)IB̄(s+ k1)IC(r + k1 + k2)
]

= (L− k1 − k2)(L− k1 − k2 − 1)PAB̄C [PA + PB̄ + PC

+ (L− k1 − k2 − 2)PAPB̄

+ (L− k1 − k2 − 2)PAPC + (L− k1 − k2 − 2)PB̄PC

+ (L− k1 − k2 − 2)(L− k1 − k2 − 3)PAPB̄PC ]. (27)

Combining Equations (25)–(27) and using the fact that

Cov(P̂AB̄C , P̂AP̂B̄P̂C) =
Cov(NAB̄C , NANB̄NC)

(L− k1 − k2)4
, (28)

we get the final answer.

The variance of ηN can be obtained using similar arguments. We provide just the expres-

sions and omit the derivations. Thus,

Var(η̂N ) = Var(P̂ĀBC) + Var(P̂ĀP̂BP̂C)− 2 Cov(P̂ĀBC , P̂ĀP̂BP̂C). (29)

The first term in Equation (29) is

Var(P̂ĀBC) =
PĀBC(1− PĀBC)

(L− k1 − k2)
(30)

The second term is

Var(P̂ĀP̂BP̂C) =
1

(L− k1 − k2)3
PAPĀPBPB̄PCPC̄ +

1

(L− k1 − k2)2
PAPĀPBPB̄P

2
C

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)2
PAPĀP

2
BPCPC̄ +

1

(L− k1 − k2)2
P 2
ĀPBPB̄PCPC̄

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)
P 2
ĀP

2
BPCPC̄ +

1

(L− k1 − k2)
P 2
APBPB̄P

2
C

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)
PAPĀP

2
BP

2
C
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Further,

Cov(P̂ĀBC , P̂ĀP̂BP̂C) =
1

(L− k1 − k2)3
PĀBC

[
(1− PĀBC − PĀ − PB − PC

+ 2PĀPB + 2PĀPC + 2PBPC − 6PĀPBPC)

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)3
(PĀBC + PĀ + PB + PC

− 3PĀPB − 3PĀPC − 3PBPC)

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)2
(PĀPB + PĀPC + PBPC − 6PAPBPC)

]
.

Appendix A.3: Variance of τM(S0) based on M

All the estimators in this section are based on the number of non-overlapping occurrences of an

episode, denoted MAB . We compute the variance of the test statistic τ̂M (S0) which is the sum

of three terms

Var(τ̂M ) = Var(P̂AB) + S2
0 Var(P̂AP̂B)− 2S0 Cov(P̂AB, P̂AP̂B), (31)

where the first term is

Var(P̂AB) ≈ (1 + kPAB)PAB(1− PAB)

(L− k)
, (32)

the second term, up to the constant S2
0 , is

Var(P̂AP̂B) =
PB

(L− k)3
(1− PAB − PA − PB + 5PAPB)

+
PAB

(L− k)2
(PAB + PA + PB − 8PAPB)

− PAPB
(L− k)3

(1− 2PA − 2PB + 6PAPB)

+
PAPB

(L− k)2
(1− 3PA − 3PB + 10PAPB)

+
PAPB

(L− k)
(PA + PB + 2PAB − 4PAPB) (33)

and the third term, up to the constant −2S0, is

Cov(P̂AB, P̂AP̂B) ≈ (1 + kPAB)
[ PAB(1− PAB)

(L− k)2(1 + kPAB)

− 1

(L− k)2
(PABPA + PABPB − 2PAPB)

− 1

(L− k)
(P 2

AB + PABPA + PABPB − 3PAPB)

+ PAPB

]
(34)
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We now derive each of these expressions. From Equation (7), the first term is

Var(P̂AB) ≈ (1 + kPAB)PAB(1− PAB)

(L− k)
(35)

The second term, Var(P̂AP̂B), is the same as in Appendix A.1. To compute the third term,

write

Cov(MAB, NANB) = E (MABNANB)− E (MAB)E (NANB)

E (MABNANB) = E [

L−k∑
t∗=1

IA(t∗)IB(t∗ + k)

L−k∑
s=1

IA(s)IB(s+ k)

+
L−k∑
t∗=1

IA(t∗)IB(t∗ + k)
L−k∑
s=1

∑
r 6=s

IA(s)IB(r + k)]

= E [MABNAB] + E [MABN
′
AB] (36)

Here t∗ refers to the non-overlapped t’s, and there are MAB of them. After some algebraic

manipulations, we get

Cov(MAB, NANB) =
(L− k)PAB
(1 + kPAB)

[
(L− k − 1)(PA + PB + (L− k − 2)PAPB)

+ (1 + kPAB) + (1− PAB)/(1 + kPAB)

− (L− k)PAB + (L− k)(L− k − 1)PAPB

]
Since

Cov(P̂AB, P̂AP̂B) ≈ Cov(MAB, NANB)

(L− k)E [MAB]2( L−k
E [MAB ] − k)2

, (37)

we get the final answer.

Appendix A.4: Variances of the test statistics for false edge elimination based on

M

We derive the expressions for the test statistics based on the number of non-overlapping occur-

rences M . As before, the variance of ξ̂M can be written as the sum of three terms

Var(ξ̂M ) = Var(P̂AB̄C) + Var(P̂AP̂B̄P̂C)− 2 Cov(P̂AB̄C , P̂AP̂B̄P̂C), (38)

where the first term is

Var(P̂AB̄C) ≈ (1 + (k1 + k2)PAB̄C)PAB̄C(1− PAB̄C)

(L− k1 − k2)
, (39)
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the second term is

Var(P̂AP̂B̄P̂C) =
1

(L− k1 − k2)3
PAPĀPBPB̄PCPC̄ +

1

(L− k1 − k2)2
PAPĀPBPB̄P

2
C

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)2
PAPĀP

2
B̄PCPC̄ +

1

(L− k1 − k2)2
P 2
APBPB̄PCPC̄

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)
P 2
AP

2
B̄PCPC̄ +

1

(L− k1 − k2)
P 2
APBPB̄P

2
C

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)
PAPĀP

2
B̄P

2
C , (40)

and the third term is

Cov(P̂AB̄C , P̂AP̂B̄P̂C) ≈ PAB̄C(1 + (k1 + k2)PAB̄C)

(L− k1 − k2)2

[ (1− PAB̄C)

1 + k1 + k2PAB̄C
− (PA + PB̄ + PC − 2PAPB̄ − 2PAPC − 2PB̄PC + 6PAPB̄PC)

+ (L− k1 − k2)(PA + PB̄ + PC − 3PAPB̄

− 3PAPC − 3PB̄PC + 11PAPB̄PC)

+ (L− k1 − k2)2(PAPB̄ + PAPC + PB̄PC − 6PAPB̄PC)
]
. (41)

The expression for Var(P̂AB̄C) can be derived in exactly the same way as that of Var(P̂AB)

in Section 3.3. The expression for Var(P̂AP̂B̄P̂C) was already obtained in Appendix A.2. Turn-

ing to the third term, note that

Cov(MAB̄C , NANB̄NC) = E (MAB̄CNANB̄NC)− E (MAB̄C)E (NANB̄NC),

where

E (MAB̄CNANB̄NC) = E [MAB̄CNAB̄C ] + E [MAB̄CN
′
AB̄C ].

Now,

E [MAB̄CNAB̄C ] = E [MAB̄C(MAB̄C +

MAB̄C∑
j=1

Rj)]

= E [M2
AB̄C ] + E [MAB̄C

MAB̄C∑
j=1

Rj ]

= E [M2
AB̄C(1 + kPAB)], (42)
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and

E[MAB̄CN
′
AB̄C ] = E[

L−k1−k2∑
t∗=1

IA(t∗)IB̄(t∗ + k1)IC(t∗ + k1 + k2)

×
L−k1−k2∑

t=1

∑
s 6=t

∑
r 6=s6=t

IA(t)IB̄(s+ k1)IC(r + k1 + k2)] (43)

=
(L− k1 − k2)PAB̄C

(1 + (k1 + k2)PAB̄C)
[(L− k1 − k2 − 1)(PA + PB̄ + PC)

+ (L− k1 − k2 − 1)(L− k1 − k2 − 2)(PAPB̄ + PAPC + PB̄PC)

+ (L− k1 − k2 − 1)(L− k1 − k2 − 2)(L− k1 − k2 − 3)(PAPB̄PC)].

Here t∗ refers to the non-overlapped t’s, and there are MAB̄C of them. We get the final result

by combining these equations.

The variance of η̂M in Equation (12) can be obtained similarly. We omit the details and

provide only the expressions.

Var(η̂M ) = Var(P̂ĀBC) + Var(P̂ĀP̂BP̂C)− 2 Cov(P̂ĀBC , P̂ĀP̂BP̂C).

where

Var(P̂ĀBC) ≈ (1 + k1 + k2PĀBC)PĀBC(1− PĀBC)

(L− k1 − k2)
,

Var(P̂ĀP̂BP̂C) =
1

(L− k1 − k2)3
PAPĀPBPB̄PCPC̄ +

1

(L− k1 − k2)2
PAPĀPBPB̄P

2
C

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)2
PAPĀP

2
BPCPC̄ +

1

(L− k1 − k2)2
P 2
ĀPBPB̄PCPC̄

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)
P 2
ĀP

2
BPCPC̄ +

1

(L− 2k)
P 2
ĀPBPB̄P

2
C

+
1

(L− k1 − k2)
PAPĀP

2
BP

2
C ,

and

Cov(P̂ĀBC , P̂ĀP̂BP̂C) ≈ PĀBC(1 + (k1 + k2)PĀBC)

(L− k1 − k2)2

[
(1− PĀBC)/(1 + (k1 + k2)PĀBC)

− (PĀ + PB + PC − 2PAPB − 2PĀPC − 2PBPC + 6PĀPBPC)

+ (L− k1 − k2)(PĀ + PB + PC − 3PĀPB

− 3PĀPC − 3PBPC + 11PĀPBPC)

+ (L− k1 − k2)2(PĀPB + PĀPC + PBPC − 6PĀPBPC)
]
.
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